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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
A MESSAGE FROM OUR MNCREW PRESIDENT
Hello MNCREW! I want to kick off this
newsletter with a huge thank you to the past
presidents, board, committee chairs, members,
and sponsors for being part of MNCREW. I’m
excited and honored to be your MNCREW
President. For the past eight years
I’ve been observing, studying, and admiring
our past presidents and board leaders, often
feeling like the inadequate youngest sister of
three that I am, wanting to be just like my
beautiful and brilliant sisters. When attending
the Houston CREW Convention in 2017,
Geena Davis, the award-winning actress and
activist for gender parity in sports and media,
nailed it. She said, “If you can see it, you can be
it.” Meaning the more we view and experience
women in leadership the more likely we women
will become a leader ourselves. Thank you
again past and current leaders for showing
me the way.
Speaking of leadership, CREW’s Winter
Leadership Summit took place in February. This
is the time when chapter delegates receive
professional leadership training alongside their
peers. We share our successes, best practices,
and opportunities for improvement. Abigail
Peterson and I represented MNCREW this
year, and we enjoyed engaging with other
chapters during the round table discussions on
member engagement, sponsorship, and DEI.
Throughout the conversations, we found that
we were the ones giving out the advice to the
other chapters! Yes, we left the summit feeling
inspired but also grateful for all the hard work of
our past leaders and appreciative of our loyal
co-chairs and members. It is because of you
that our legacy continues.

As a reminder, if leadership is in your future,
then please join a committee! Committee and
board service are great pathways to creating
connections and developing your leadership
skills all while contributing to the success of the
organization. Please visit MNCREW’s website
to see the list of committees and co-chair
contacts. Don’t hesitate to reach out.
To kick off 2022 right, your strategic board
gathered at the end of January for our second
annual board retreat. We hunkered down for an
eight-hour session to strategize and goal set.
We had moments of intensity and vulnerability,
humor, and sincerity. We shared and, most
importantly, we listened. We agreed to
creating an inclusive organization for
networking, mentorship, and career
development. It was important for us to reaffirm
our values of excellence, community,
leadership, and advancement. MNCREW will
continue to set the bar for excellence in the
industry. This means that we will bring out the
best of ourselves to advance the achievements
of women in commercial real estate while
demonstrating the highest level of
professionalism, integrity, and respect.
We hope you feel that excellence at each
event, program, and committee meeting
offered at MNCREW.
It is my goal to help each one of you connect
with someone new, attain a lead that motivates
you, or receive career advancing advice.
Please reach out and let me know how I
can help you! Cheers to achieving our goals
in 2022!

2022 MNCREW PRESIDENT

Heather Weerheim
Director of Business Development
Greiner Construction
612.741.6852
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
MNCREW Celebrates International Women's Day This Month!
International Women’s Day celebrates the social,
economic, cultural, and political achievements
of women globally. March 8th marked a call to
action for advancing women’s equality. This year’s
campaign theme focused on breaking the bias.
Charity Vang
Social Media Coordinator
Denison Parking
612.367.8082

Have you ever judged someone else’s
abilities based on their looks or status? Or
maybe you have been on the receiving
end and have felt the negative impacts of
systemic biases. We can probably all agree
that we have experienced both ends.
You might even agree that the workplace looks
very different than it did 50 years ago. However,
there is still so much to be done when it comes
to gender equality. Data shows that women will
finally reach equal pay to their male counterparts
in 2059. That's nearly a century from when
the Equal Pay Act was passed in 1963.
Factors such as discriminatory promotion
practices, discrepancies in hours worked, job
segregation, and years of experience keep women
in lower-level jobs in low-paying industries. Even
more so, obtaining a higher leadership role within
those industries can be a challenge due to existing
biases, which can cause hindrances when taking
on new opportunities, mentorships, or promotions.
When it comes to hiring, both male and female
managers are twice as likely to hire a man over
a woman. A study found that hiring managers
assessing candidates individually were more
influenced by gender than when evaluating with
a team. Unconsciously, the managers also had
a higher tendency to ask targeted questions
regarding leadership styles and abilities to the
female candidates versus male candidates.

It is quite clear that we all have our own biases.
The way we view people and the world stems
from our experiences with our race, childhood,
sexual orientation, culture, relationships, etc.
Sometimes we get to choose those things, but
sometimes we are born into them — literally.
Overcoming our personal biases, on top of the
systemic biases supported by institutional power
and dominance, is not a quick fix. There is not one
single solution. It starts with internal reflections,
asking questions, and having tough conversations.
We can only begin to hear one’s experience
when we also make room for them at the table.
Questions for Reflection:
• How do we recognize the negative
effects of our bias?
• How do our biases affect the way we
work within our organizations or teams?
• How can we fully celebrate everyone’s
differences?
• What would an inclusive, diverse, and
equitable workplace look like?

Imagine a gender equal world. A world free of bias, stereotypes, and
discrimination. A world that's diverse, equitable, and inclusive. A world where
difference is valued and celebrated. Together we can forge women's equality.
Collectively we can all #BreakTheBias.
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HOW PLAY CAN SPARK NEW IDEAS
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
“Failures to imagine in business are really failures of leadership. Business is a
serious matter, but it should not exclude play. When leaders embrace play
and imagination games, they can unlock the imagination of their employees,
uncover disruptive new strategies and renew their lease on the future.”
Mackenzie Damerow
Associate Industrial Broker
Hoyt Properties
612.338.3195

Source: How Play Can
Spark New Ideas for Your
Business — TED Talk by Martin
Reeves, chairman of the BCG
Henderson Institute (BHI)

In today’s hyper-connected, technologically
advanced world, businesses are constantly faced
with the need to grow, reform and stay flexible
throughout the tumultuous highs and lows of the
economy and work-force trends. This demand to
consistently evolve has been further emphasized
over the past few years while dealing with the
global pandemic. Reeves guides viewers through
ways leaders can not only tackle some of these
challenges, but how they can thrive through them
with a modest concept — embracing play.
Often times the most complex of questions can
have the simplest of answers. In a lot of life’s
arenas, we can learn valuable lessons by analyzing
the mindsets and habits of children. Their innate
ability to fearlessly question “why” and “how”
creates an environment where the unimagined
can be dreamt up. Applying this to industry, Reeves
argues through his own research and experiences
that play in business is not just possible, but that it’s
essential and even urgent.
To stay relevant, businesses are always angling to
have a competitive advantage. “In the 1980s, if you
had a performance edge over your competitors,
you could reasonably expect to continue being a
leader for around 10 years, on average. But now
the half-life of that advantage has shrunk to just
one year.” Immediate success is one thing, but
maintaining that success one business cycle to the
next is another. This begs the question: how can we
continue to reimagine our business models to keep
up with the ever-shifting environments around us?

success. You get a piece of paper, you create a list
of everything which is essential to your strategy –
everything which underpinned your past success,
everything which is core and sacred — and then
you flip it. You create the exact mirror-image list of
assumptions, and then you make the best business
case for this antiself.”
An example of this playing out in the real world
could have been applied to a CEO of a hotel chain
before 2007 being able to potentially foresee
the rise of disruptive companies such as Airbnb,
VRBO, etc.
Another game referenced is the “Pre-Mortem
Game,” which asks owners to essentially write the
“obituary” for their company. What is the “cause
of death?” Where are the key points of failure,
why did it fail, and what were the steps that led
up to it? Reeves suggests that employees are an
“early-warning indicator” of such things, so when
executives create “playgrounds” or “spaces for
the safe exploration of alternatives and alternative
scenarios” it fosters their capacity to paint a vivid
picture of the company’s current pressure points
and potential blind spots for vulnerabilities.
“Failures to imagine in business are really failures
of leadership. Business is a serious matter, but it
should not exclude play. When leaders embrace
play and imagination games, they can unlock the
imagination of their employees, uncover disruptive
new strategies and renew their lease on the
future.”

Reeves notes that businesses can’t stretch their
strategy unless they learn to stretch their minds.
They can do this through a series of imagination
games such as the “Anti-Company Game.”
“Let’s suppose that you’re stuck in the rut of seeing
the world through the lens of your past and current
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

MAUREEN LODOEN
I look forward to attending more events, meeting many more people,
and possibly joining a committee.

Maureen Lodoen
Attorney
Larkin Hoffman
952.896.3378

Who or what brought you to MNCREW?
I am a new construction and real estate litigation
attorney, and MNCREW seemed like a great
way for me to meet other women in the industry.
I enjoyed the first two events I attended, so I
decided to become a MNCREW member.
Describe your involvement in MNCREW
I just became a member last month, so admittedly,
I’m still getting my feet wet. I look forward to
attending more events, meeting many more
people, and possibly joining a committee. I also
hope to win a handbag at handbag BINGO!
Education/Career Path
I earned my BA in Journalism-Advertising
Track from Creighton University and my JD
from the University of St. Thomas School of
Law. Before starting law school, I worked as a
marketing and communications professional
for two nonprofits and an accounting firm.
Prior to joining Larkin Hoffman, I completed
a clerkship at the Minnesota Court of
Appeals for the Honorable Carol Hooten.
In my current role as a construction and real
estate litigation attorney, I focus my practice on
resolving construction and real estate disputes for
developers, property owners, business owners,
general contractors, subcontractors, architects,
builders, sureties, landlords, and tenants.

Hobbies/Activities
I enjoy reading novels, cooking, painting, at-home
workouts, everything Irish, live theater and music,
and scoping out new Twin Cities restaurants.
Travel
I studied abroad in Limerick, Ireland, and
returned twice — once with my sister and once
with some law school classmates. I’ve also visited
England, Scotland, Iceland, Italy, and Jamaica.
Boston is my favorite city to visit in the US.
Career Advice
(1) You can be soft and successful, a traditionalist
and a rebel, a lover and a fighter, vulnerable and
invincible. (2) You don’t have to be the smartest
person in the room. You just have to be willing to
work harder. (3) Well begun, half done. (4) Be
kind. Work hard. Stay humble. Smile Often. Stay
loyal. Be honest. Travel when possible. Never
stop learning. Be thankful. And love always.
Volunteer Experience
I completed a year of AmeriCorps service as a
Development VISTA with a nonprofit called
College Possible and helped them to start a
new branch in Omaha, Nebraska. College
Possible’s mission is to close the degree divide
and make college possible for students from
low-income backgrounds through an intensive
curriculum of coaching and support.
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

MEGAN LITTLE
We hosted another MNCORK in 2020, adapted to the
circumstances and hosted live through virtual, and we sold
all 200 tickets!

Megan Little
VP of Strategy & Engagement
General Office Products
952.925.7515

Who or what brought you to MNCREW?
When I was a practicing interior designer, I had heard
of MNCREW and attended a few events/programs.
It wasn’t until I entered the contract furniture industry
that I became a member and truly got involved.
Describe your involvement in MNCREW
My membership began in February of 2017.
Right away I joined the Education and Leadership
committee. In 2017 we launched the book club
and partnered with two other organizations to host
a day-long Education and Leadership Convention
(AIM) in spring of 2018. The board recognized
after the ‘AIM Day’ that the event needed its own
dedicated co-chairs, for which Courtney Taylor and
I agreed to accept the role. We began to plan for
a spring event in 2019, however, through difficult
conversations and brave decisions, that fall the
board chose to go a different direction and focus
again on having a dedicated, signature event for
our chapter — and MNCREW’s MNCork was
born! We had a successful event in 2019, themed
by Battle of the Bottles, hosted at The Nordic, and
it sold out in 12 business days! We hosted another
MNCORK in 2020, adapted to the circumstances
and hosted live through virtual, and we sold all 200
tickets! We hired a sommelier to guide a hosted
experience and featured The Dayton’s Project
with interviews featuring project partners. Last
year (2021) we hosted the third MNCork at the
10 West End building, themed with Around the
World and sold out again! It has been an honor
to have had the opportunity to be so close to
initiating such a great experience for all to enjoy.

Travel
For the last nine years, my family (Dave, Jack - 10
and Claire - 6) has always taken at least one road
trip during the summer. While our children are
young, we want to expose them to our nation
and provide a variety of experiences. We focus
on visiting National Parks (Yellowstone, Arches,
Rocky Mountain, and Shenandoah just to name
a few), camp in beautiful locations (Culver State
Park, Goblin Valley State Park, Bearhead State
Park, and more), stop for landmarks, monuments,
and museums (or tea parties for the girls if it is a
battle/war themed museum – ha!) and always try
to end our road trip with a visit at an amusement
park! Both of my children love rollercoasters and
as they grow older (and taller!) it is the icing on the
cake after being in the car for 8–10 days at a time.

This will be my first year not on the MNCork
Committee, which is bittersweet. I will enjoy
attending the event while I take on a new role
for the chapter as a director on the board.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

10 THINGS YOU CAN DO TO EXCEL YOUR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
IN 5 MINUTES OR LESS!
My mentor/partner, shared some ideas that he has
used in his weekly business development/marketing
plan that are very simple but very effective:
1. Thank a Referral Source
Send a hand written note, it will be well appreciated
amongst their other junk mail and business journals.

Michele Loughrey Tschida
Attorney at Law
Hellmuth & Johnson, PLLC
952.746.2152

2. Send an Article
If you come across an interesting article that you
think would benefit a client/customer, send them
the link and let them know you thought of them.
3. Show Appreciation
Don’t ever forget your team, whether it is a partner,
administrative staff or receptionist. Let them
know they are appreciated. Surprise them with
a coffee. After all they make your life easier!
4. Phone a Friend or Client
Emails are great and efficient, and we all rely on
them. However, pick up the phone and connect
live time with a contact and see how they are
and schedule a lunch or coffee meeting.
5. Proactive Status Update
Send an email or call a client/customer with
a status update, even if there is nothing new
to report. It will go a long way and they will be
assured that you haven’t forgotten about them.

6. Find an Article
If you see a great article, repost it on LinkedIn
with a note about why you like it or find it
interesting. It will spark others to comment and
get your name in front of your connections.
7. Make a Referral
Introduce two people that you think should
know each other. It will be appreciated
and possibly lead to referrals.
8. Update your LinkedIn
Make sure your information is current and
reach out to your connections, whether it is a
congratulations, nice article, or happy birthday. It
will make your connection stronger and genuine.
9. Prepare Networking Questions
Jot down three opening questions to start a
conversation at a marketing event. “What
do you do?” should NOT be on your list.
10. Update your Contact List
Do you have a stack of business cards on your
desk or in a drawer? Go through them and update
your contacts list and/or LinkedIn connections.
These ideas are nothing new to any of us, but, as
professionals, we get busy. I hope this helps as a
reminder of very simple tasks that are very effective.
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MNCREW 2022
Annual Partners
Minnetonka
The Hutton House
Bde Maka Ska
Dominium
Finance & Commerce
Greiner Construction
United Properties
Harriet
Bell Bank
Kraus-Anderson Companies
Merchants Capital
Ryan Companies US, Inc.
Phalen
Anderson Companies
Art Partners Group
Bridgewater Bank
Colliers Mortgage LLC
Gardner Builders
Geosyntec Consultants
Nokomis
CBRE, Inc.
Colliers International
LHB
MINT Roofing
Parameters
RJM Construction

Henricksen
Hines
KOMA
Mohagen Hansen
Architecture | Interiors
Old Republic Title
Como
Absolute Commercial Flooring
Allied Parking Inc.
Associated Bank
Barna, Guzy & Steffen, Ltd.
BKV Group
Braun Intertec
BWBR
Commercial Partners Title
Core States Group
Davis
Frattalone Companies
Fredrikson & Byron, P.A.
General Office Products
JLL
Larkin Hoffman
Michaud Cooley Erickson
Minnesota Roadways Co.
Newmark
The Opus Group
Promotion Select
Servion Commercial Title
Stahl Construction
Stinson LLP
Transwestern
Winthrop & Weinstine, P.A.

Welcome
HJORDIS TRYGG

The Vision To See
Banking Differently
Discover Bridgewater Bank.

BWBMN.COM
Member FDIC

Lake of the Isles
Allsteel
Atmosphere Commercial
Interiors

Contributions?
Questions or comments?
Please contact the Communications
Committee Co-Chair:
Mackenzie Damerow
612.338.3195
Michele Loughrey Tschida
952.746.2152

mncrew.org

